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"Always Ready for Action" 

 

Who we are: Screaming Games- is a veteran owned small business that is developing a highly 
realistic and innovative dirt track racing game, titled Max DTR... Maximum Dirt Track Racing. 
 

         
 
Max DTR: A free app for high-fidelity dirt racing excitement!  Dirt track racing games have been 
developed before; in fact, our team has developmental experience with several previous titles, as 
well as multiplayer games for mobile devices with downloads in the tens of millions.  However, we 
believe that no dirt track racing game to date is as realistic and comprehensive as Max DTR 
promises to be, especially with regard to mobile platforms, which is increasingly reaching larger 
audiences.  Our physics-based, proprietary game engine and network technologies will produce 
extraordinary realism and a great racing experience.  While we are specifically aiming our 
performance standards and game options at the dirt track enthusiast, we also believe the game will 
introduce new fans to the exciting sport of dirt track racing.  
 
Collaborative approach: Unique and innovative; an enterprise, not just a game. In addition to 
designing incredibly realistic cars of various models, Max DTR represents some of the world's most 
admired dirt tracks, integrating the attention to detail and atmospherics that true dirt racing fans 
appreciate. We also plan to leverage the unprecedented real-time access that mobile phone games 
provide to proactively cross promote tracks, drivers, specific competitions, series, sponsors and 
other aspects of dirt track racing, all while maintaining a great gaming experience. Dirt track racing is 
a passionate team sport, and Max DTR was developed with similar team spirit and passion.   
 
Max DTR's fan base:  As huge fans of the sport ourselves, we have developed an immense respect 
for the community that enables dirt track racing.  We believe that Max DTR will help promote the real 
world drivers and tracks who truly make the sport possible for "we the fans" to enjoy.  We also 
recognize that while Max DTR is a game, the sport itself is not.  Dirt track racers face real costs and 
dangers as they drive and maintain their incredibly sophisticated machines.  Speedways face similar 
safety and financial challenges in order to sustain operations.  As we develop Max DTR for the 
racing community to enjoy, we also  believe that it will help introduce one of America's greatest 
sports to a fan base that may be completely unaware that their local track even exists. 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 

 What is Max DTR? Max DTR is a comprehensive dirt track racing video game that will 
initially be released as a free-to-download app for mobile phones/devices. Our technology 
also supports PC / Mac and major console platforms, and we have plans to expand the 
game to other oval and off-road racing sports.  

 

 When will Max DTR be released and how much will it cost? We have not set a firm 
release date for Max DTR, but we plan to release it early next year, 1st Quarter 2016, as 
a free-to-download app. Max DTR is in full development and making good progress; 
please continue to check our social pages for updates.  

 

 Which tracks will be in the game? Unlike many games with a dozen or so tracks, our 
goal is to integrate any track into Max DTR that desires to be in the game.  We have 
developed hundreds of tracks already, and we cordially invite track owners or general 
managers (with whom we have not yet connected) to contact Screaming Games with the 
request to "Get in the Game." 
 

 Why is Max DTR so unique?  We are seeking to create an authentic experience, which 
embraces and promotes the sport's vast social network of tracks, drivers, car classes, 
sanctioning bodies, racing series, sponsors and fans. Maximum excitement, maximum 
dirt, all the time... Max DTR. 
 - Highly realistic car divisions/classes (stocks, modifieds, late models, sprints) 
 - Multiple modes of play (career mode, quick race, multiplayer, challenges, leagues) 
 - Promoting real world tracks and drivers, sponsor, sanctioning bodies and more. 
 - Designed for mobile devices, MaxDTR will also support PC & console gaming. 
 

 Will real drivers and car skins be in the game?  One of the most frequently asked 
questions. Max DTR will certainly promote professional drivers within the game.  Taking it 
to the next level and incorporating thousands of unique car skins is a huge undertaking, 
with tremendous technical and logistical challenges, and we are developing solutions to 
do as much as we can to make the game great.   
 

 How can I follow the development of Max DTR?  Follow MaxDTR on facebook/ 
maxdtrgame and twitter @maxdtrgame, we appreciate all those helping spread the word 
about Max DTR, and value your feedback. Team Max DTR greatly appreciates input that 
will help us ensure we make the game as great as we can make it.   

 
From our team to yours, we wish you "All the best!" as you prepare for 2016, and for Maximum DTR. 
 
Best regards, 
Team Max DTR  
 
e-mail:   info@screaminggames.com 
website: www.screaminggames.com 
facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/maxdtrgame/ 
twitter:       @maxdtrgame 
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Numerous car classes: Stock cars, Late Models, Sprint Cars, 4 Cylinder min stocks and Modifieds 
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Numerous dirt tracks and pits, car tuning and maintenance, and of course, great racing action!  
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